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Association Croquet Autumn (lower) H'cap Singles Tournament 2015

Winner receives the
Caversham Plate

Blue Block CJ HM FC DT Wins Rank
Carole Jackson (handicap 0) -10 -9 +14w 1 3

Harry Midgley (3) +10w +12w +1w 3 1

Frances Colman (7) +9w -12 +16w 2 2

Derek Toms (18) -14 -1 -16 0 4

Red Block CR DH HW RI Wins Rank
Chris Roberts (handicap 1) +3w +9w -15 2 2

David Hopkins (3.5) -3 +11w -13 1 3

Helen Walker (16) -9 -11 -5(t) 0 4

Raghu Iyer (18) +15w +13w +5(t)w 3 1

Final
Harry Midgley +12w
Raghu Iyer

28 & 29 August - Midgley wins senoir classed event at AC Summer Handicap Tournament
Chairman Harry Midgley (handicap 3) was unbeaten and won the Senior Class event at the AC Summer Handicap Tournament held over the past two days.
In ability terms, the eight strong field was the strongest that had assembled for this event in many years, and the application of untimed games by manager Raghu Iyer gave proceedings a true tournament feel.
New members this season, Carole Jackson (handicap 0) and David 'Hoppy' Hopkins (handicap 3.5) joined in for the first time, having represented PCC 'A' in league matches this season.
Manager Iyer (handicap 18)  had a very good tournament and, like Midgley, he won all his block games to reach the final.
However, his good use of his bisques, eluded him in that final and Midgley's patient cornering tactics early on extracted a good number of Iyer's extra turns for little gain to the latter.
Midgley won +12 and so lifted the pretty Caversham Plate for the first time, and then bought the five remaining players champagne!
His four game wins earned him an automatic handicap drop from 3 to 2.5, and Iyer caught the eye of CA handicapper Francs Colman who rewarded him with an handicap cut from 18 to 14.
Congratulations to both of them.
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